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Introduction  
Amazon has developed this guide to assist refugees1 and non-governmental organizations in the US in 
understanding Amazon’s hiring and onboarding processes, career advancement opportunities, Welcome Door 
service offerings and other benefits available to employees. 

Amazon’s diverse perspectives are enriched by many dimensions, including race, ethnicity, gender, age, physical 
and mental ability, sexual orientation, religious beliefs, culture, language, and education, as well as professional 
and life experience. We are committed to diversity, equity, and inclusion, and leveraging our unique perspectives 
to scale our impact and grow. We view refugees as an essential component of a diverse and talented workforce. 

About Welcome Door  
As we Strive to be Earth’s Best Employer, Amazon created the Welcome Door program--a new initiative to provide 
current refugee employees in the US with additional resources, support, and reimbursement for Employment 
Authorization Documents (EADs).  

Through the Welcome Door program, Amazon’s refugee employees have access to several benefits and tools, 
including: 

- Reimbursement for EAD renewal fees, which cost approximately $500 every other year on average 
- Citizenship Assistance Portal that fully supports US citizenship applications  

for eligible employees 
- Ongoing communications that highlight policy changes that might impact an employee's immigration 

status 
- Free legal resources to help navigate immigration-related questions and the ability to connect with 

immigration experts 
- Skills-training opportunities, including free college tuition and English as a second language (ESL) 

proficiency through Amazon's Career Choice program 
- Customized mentorship to assist employees with career development 

 
For more information visit our Welcome Door program page.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 In this guide the term ‘refugee’ is intended to encompass all humanitarian-based 
immigrants/non-immigrants lawfully authorized to work in the US  
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Benefits 

In addition to the services offered through the Welcome Door program, Amazon’s refugee employees also have 
access to a variety of other benefits. Along with an average starting pay of $18 per hour—more than double the 
federal minimum wage—Amazon offers a range of great benefits that support employees and eligible family 
members, including domestic partners and their children. These comprehensive benefits begin on day one and 
include health care coverage, paid parental leave, ways to save for the future, paid college tuition, and other 
resources to improve health and well-being. 

Amazon’s benefits can vary by location, the number of regularly scheduled hours worked, length of employment, 
and job status such as seasonal or temporary employment. They can also include the following: 

 Medical coverage 
 401k investment 
 Time off options 
 Employee assistance  

For more information visit our Benefits page.  

Disability Accommodations  
At Amazon, we believe we are best when our employees reflect each other and their communities. That’s why we 
have resources available to help people with physical and/or mental disabilities communicate and succeed, from 
the job search through Amazon employment. 

Amazon’s team of subject matter experts communicate directly with applicants/candidates to understand their 
specific needs and offer reasonable accommodations that will enable individuals with disabilities to participate 
fully and equally in the hiring process. We also encourage individuals who have accepted an offer of employment 
and believe they will require accommodation to contact the team as soon as possible, so that we can start working 
with them prior to their first day of employment. 

For those with a disability and/or requiring an accommodation during the hiring process, including the assessment, 
please contact the Applicant-Candidate Accommodation Team (ACAT) at 888-435-9287, Monday through Friday, 6 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Pacific Time. For more information on what to expect as an Amazon Associate, visit our 
Accommodations page. 
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Hourly Opportunities at Amazon  
Amazon has hourly jobs for all skill levels. Candidates can choose from a variety of work including warehouse, 
retail, and grocery roles. No resume required!  

Requirements 
To apply for one of our hourly warehouse associate roles, you will need to confirm the following:  

- You are 18 years or older 
- You are willing to submit to a pre-employment drug-test 
- You have the ability to understand and adhere to all job requirement and safety guidelines  

o You must be able to understand verbal and written direction so you can work safely. Competency 
is not fluency and does not require conversational language skills. 

Amazon Air Associate, Amazon Store Associate, and Delivery Driver roles have different requirements. You can find 
requirements for each role in the job postings on our site.   

Typical Shift Schedules  
Amazon offers both full-time and part-time opportunities that include morning, midday, late night, and overnight 
shifts, and most of our buildings are open 365 days a year. Shift options may change depending on business need. 

 

Warehouse Jobs  
Amazon warehouses are the epicenters of our operations, the place where customer orders begin their journey 
from click to delivery. To learn more about what it’s like to be an associate at different types of Amazon 
warehouses, check out the job overviews below.  

Fulfillment Center Associate 
A Fulfillment Center Associate is part of the Amazon warehouse team that gets orders ready for customers relying 
on Amazon’s services. These fast-paced, active roles take place in various areas, including merchandise, make-on-
demand, customer returns, and general fulfillment — in some cases for our super-fast (2-hour or less) delivery 
service.  

To learn more, visit our Fulfillment Center Warehouse Associate job opportunities page.  

Sortation Center Associate 
A Sortation Center Associate is part of the Amazon team that is the first stop on the journey from the warehouse. 
Our fast-paced, active roles take place in a sortation center. Associates will be sorting, scanning, and stacking 
packages on pallets, and helping to get customer orders ready for delivery. This role puts the associate in control of 
their schedule because they choose shifts that work best for them now and have the ability to adjust their 
schedule in the future, as needed. 

To learn more, visit our Sortation Center Warehouse Associate job opportunities page.  

PART-TIME SHIFTS FULL-TIME SHIFTS ANYTIME SHIFTS 
3-4 days/week and 4-5 hours/day 4-5 days/week and 8-12 hours/day 

Full-time shifts usually include 1 
weekend day 

 
Ex: Sun – Wed, Wed – Sat 

Create your own schedule. Use an 
app to select your shifts, giving you 

total control of when you work. 
 

 Work as few as 4 hours per week 
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Delivery Station Associate 
A Delivery Station Warehouse Associate is part of the Amazon team at the delivery station – the last stop before 
we deliver orders to customers. Our fast-paced, active roles receive trucks full of orders then prepare them for 
delivery. Associates will load conveyor belts and transport and stage deliveries to be picked up by drivers. They 
may even be part of the team that is trained to use technology to handle heavy bulk items such as large screen 
TVs, furniture, and appliances. 

To learn more, visit our Delivery Station Warehouse Associate job opportunities page.  
 
Amazon Air Associate  
An Amazon Air Associate is part of the Amazon team that loads cargo from the warehouse onto the aircraft – 
helping to ensure customers receive their orders on time. Plus, associates gain experience in a new industry that is 
transferable for an air cargo career. It’s a great way to launch a career, and Amazon provides all training. 

To learn more, visit our Amazon Air Associate job opportunities page.   
 
Grocery Warehouse Associate  
A Grocery Warehouse Associate is part of the Amazon warehouse team that supports one of Amazon’s busiest 
services: online grocery orders. Associates will be working in a grocery distribution center – a large warehouse that 
serves as the hub for receiving and shipping the groceries that stock all of the locations where our teams prepare 
online orders for our customers. 

To learn more, visit our Grocery Warehouse Associate job opportunities page.  

Grocery Fresh Associate 
A Grocery Fresh Associate is part of the Amazon grocery team that supports one of Amazon’s busiest services: 
online grocery orders. It’s similar to a shopper role, except that associates will be working in a grocery warehouse, 
but it’s not like our other bigger buildings — it’s more like the size of a grocery store. Amazon Fresh offers 
customers everything from cereal to ice cream to fresh flowers, so associates will be preparing orders for 
customers, working in different environments – including refrigerated and freezer spaces for part of their shift. It 
can be cold, but we provide associates with the right gear to stay warm. 

To learn more, visit our Grocery Fresh Associate job opportunities page. 
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Warehouse Job Duties & Responsibilities  
Warehouse Job Type Typical Duties & Responsibilities 

Fulfillment Center Associate 

• Receive and put away inventory 
• Get customer orders ready and pack them up 
• Load boxes onto trucks for shipment 
• Use scanners to read bar codes on boxes 
• View prompts on screens and follow directions for some tasks 
• Troubleshoot problems 
• Ensure product meets quality requirements  
• Operate Power Industrial Trucks (PIT) and work at heights of up to 35 feet 
(training provided) 

Sortation Center Associate 

• Receive and sort inventory 
• Get customer orders ready for delivery 
• Use technologies like computers and smartphones, manage apps, and scan 
bar codes  

Delivery Station Associate 

• Receive and prepare inventory for delivery 
• Use technologies like smartphones and handheld devices to sort, scan, and 
prepare orders 
• Receive truck deliveries 
• View prompts on screens and follow directions for some tasks 
• Build, wrap, sort, and transport pallets and packages 

Amazon Air Associate 

• Load and unload aircraft and trucks 
• Remove tie-downs and other gear when loading and unloading 
• Prepare packages for sortation and load onto containers 
• Weigh, label, or make/break-down gaylords or air containers 

Grocery Warehouse 
Associate  

• Load boxes into trucks to be sent to sites for grocery delivery 
• Operate Power Industrial Trucks (PIT) and work at heights of up to 35 feet 
(training provided) 
• Receive and put away grocery inventory in room-temperature, chiller, and 
frozen sections off the warehouse, working in temperatures as low as -10°F for 
periods of your shift 
• Use technologies like computers and smartphones  
• Check for product quality 

Grocery Fresh Associate 

• Prepare grocery orders for delivery 
• Intake new grocery inventory and put away 
• Rotate tasks throughout the week 
• Use technology like computers and smartphones to manage apps and scan bar 
codes 
• Check for order accuracy 

 

Other Roles  
Amazon Locker+ Customer Service Associate 
An Amazon Locker+ Customer Service Associate is part of the dedicated team at Amazon that makes the return 
and pickup of packages convenient for our customers at our Locker+ retail locations. Our associates are ready to 
delight our customers with quality service, have an up-for-anything attitude, and thrive in an ever-changing 
environment. They go beyond assisting with customer orders — connecting personally with our customers and 
uplifting their lives – even for just a few moments. Associates work in designated retail locations, which are 
conveniently located to help facilitate the delivery and return of customer orders.  

To learn more, visit our Locker+ Customer Service job opportunities page.  
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Amazon Delivery Driver 
An Amazon Delivery Driver delivers packages to homes and retail locations as a driver for an Amazon delivery 
service partner (DSP). A valid state driver’s license is required, but you do not need to have a commercial driver’s 
license (CDL) for this role.  

To learn more, visit our Delivery Driver job opportunities page.  
 
Amazon Stores Associate 
An Amazon Stores Associate works directly with our customers, supporting shopping experiences in one of our 
store locations – including Amazon Locker+, Amazon Fresh Grocery, Amazon Go, Amazon Kitchen, and Amazon 
Style. 

To learn more, visit our Amazon Stores job opportunities page.  

Hiring Process 
We have moved as much of our process as possible from physical to virtual steps. So instead of attending in 
person, candidates can complete more steps from home than before. Here's what to expect from the moment you 
visit our hourly jobs site to your first day on the job. 

How to Apply 
Visit www.amazon.com/newcomerjobs to view all of the hourly job opportunities we have available.  

To search for jobs in your area, select the ”Search jobs near you” button on the home screen and enter your zip 
code or city. All of our hourly job listings show shift type (full time/part time/flex), duration (seasonal/regular), and 
pay rate. You can also filter opportunities by commute distance, work hours, schedule hours, length of 
employment, start date, and job type to quickly find the role that works best for you.  

Job Application & Preview 
Our online application consists of providing some information about yourself, completing an online assessment, 
and selecting your preferred shift. After you finish your application you will get an email with a link for a 30-minute 
Virtual Job Preview, where you’ll learn more about your role at Amazon and the final steps before your first day. 
No travel required. Watching this preview is a required step in the process. 

Tip: Many candidates find completing the online assessments to be easier with a laptop or desktop than on a 
phone. 

For step-by-step instructions on the application process, visit our Application Guide page.  

Office Hours  
After completing your Virtual Job Preview, you will attend an in-person 20-minute Office Hours appointment. 
When you go to this appointment, bring: proof of your identity and employment eligibility. You don’t get paid to 
go to Office Hours — it is part of the application process. 

Tip: Be sure to bring acceptable Form I-9 documentation to complete your Form I-9, proving identity and 
employment eligibility. You will need to complete Form I-9 to begin employment. 

If you require additional support you can contact our Candidate Support team.   

First Day & Onboarding 
You will receive an email with details on where and when to arrive for Day 1. When you arrive for your first day at 
Amazon, you will dive deeper into Amazon’s history and culture, followed by on-the-job training so you can learn 
more about your job and how to do it safely. 
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Tip: Wear proper attire: close-toed, closed-heel shoes, clothing that is not loose or flowy and is free from long 
drawstrings. Avoid long necklaces and earrings, and have long hair pinned up or tied up so that it does not hang 
past the top of your shoulders. 

Career Advancement  
Starting as an hourly employee is the first step towards finding a new career. We believe everyone should have the 
opportunity to learn new skills and build their career at Amazon or elsewhere. That's why, as part of our mission of 
being Earth's Best Employer, we've made a $1.2 billion commitment to investing in the upskilling of our employees 
with free skills training, tuition support programs, a variety of certifications, and more to help improve the abilities 
of our employees. 

For more information visit our Career Advancement page.  

Higher Education Support - Career Choice  
The Career Choice program is uniquely designed for associates interested in learning about and pursuing a future 
at Amazon — or elsewhere. It helps fund college tuition for associates looking to complete a high school diploma, 
GED, Bachelor's degree, and English as a Second Language (ESL) proficiency certifications. Career Choice also 
provides funding for employees studying aircraft mechanics, welding, medical billing, nursing, and other fields.  

Associates are able to participate in the Career Choice program after 90 days of employment and can participate 
for as many years as they work at Amazon. 

The three program tracks include: 

 College: Offers free tuition support to associates looking to start or continue a degree 
 Pathways: Offers associates education and job tracking for in-demand fields 
 Foundations: Offers GED, English proficiency and other skill certifications for associates  

Classes are delivered through our pre-approved partner schools. These schools offer programs online, at their 
campuses, and/or at Amazon facilities. With this flexibility, eligible employees can choose the program that is most 
convenient for them. 

For more information visit our Higher Education Support page.  

Apprenticeships & Certifications 
We offer an array of free training programs to match your skills and ambitions while you work. Programs include: 

 PIT Training & Certification: Get certified to use Powered Industrial Trucks for careers in operations, 
logistics, or construction. 

 Amazon Technical Academy: Learn skills needed for entry-level software developer and engineer roles.  
 Robotics Management Apprenticeship: Learn the world of robotics and mechatronics that is vital to 

Amazon innovation.  
 AWS Grow Our Talent Program: Opportunities for those with nontraditional backgrounds to be trained 

and hired into roles with Amazon Web Service data centers.  
 User Experience Design & Research Apprenticeship: Offers opportunities to learn and develop skills in UX 

research, design, and analytics for in-demand jobs across Amazon.  

For more information visit our Apprenticeships & Certifications page.  
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Salaried Job Resources  
Amazon offers a wide array of salaried job opportunities in Human Resources, Operations, Supply Chain, 
Information Technology, Customer Service and many more. Relocation services may be available for salaried roles 
depending on the job and location.  

Hiring Process 
Our application and interview processes differ from role to role, but here are some of the ways we get to know 
you:  

 Online application 
 Assessment 
 Phone interview 
 In-person interview (Out of an abundance of caution, our default process for on-site interviews will now 

be conducted virtually. Learn more about our remote interview process.) 

How to Apply 
Visit www.amazon.jobs to view the job opportunities we have available.  

To start the application process, search for a job of interest. You can search by locations, business categories, job 
categories or keywords. Once you find one, click the “Apply Now” button next to the title of the role at the top of 
the page. 

Then, follow the directions on your screen. Either create a new profile, or log back in if you're a returning 
candidate. 

For more information visit our Online application page.  

Interview 
Amazon’s interviews are rooted in behavioral-based questions, which ask about past situations or challenges 
you’ve faced and how you handled them using Leadership Principles to guide the discussion. We avoid brain 
teasers (e.g., “How many windows are in Manhattan?”) as part of the interview process. We’ve researched this 
approach and have found that those types of questions are unreliable when it comes to predicting a candidate’s 
success at Amazon. 

Leadership Principles 
To prepare for an interview with Amazon, dive into our Leadership Principles. We use our Leadership Principles 
every day, whether we're discussing ideas for new projects or deciding on the best approach to solving a problem. 
It is just one of the things that makes Amazon peculiar. All candidates are evaluated based on our Leadership 
Principles. The best way to prepare for your interview is to consider how you’ve applied the Leadership Principles 
in your previous professional experience.  

STAR Answer Format 
The STAR method is a structured manner of responding to a behavioral-based interview question by discussing the 
specific situation, task, action, and result of what you're describing.  
 
For more details on Amazon’s interview process visit our Interview page. You can also learn more by checking out 
this video we created on interview tips! 
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 
Welcome Door 

Q. Who is eligible for the Welcome Door program?  

A. The Welcome Door program is available to all Humanitarian Based Immigrants (including DACA, asylum, TPS, 
refugees, and others) and EAD holders who are full-time or part-time regular (non-seasonal) at Amazon. 

Q. Are additional English as a Second Language (ESL) benefits offered through the Welcome Door program?  

A. English language and other foundational skills are offered as a part of the Career Choice program. Hourly 
employees who have been employed full-time or part-time for 90 days are eligible for the Career Choice program, 
which also includes a variety of other education and upskilling opportunities. Please note that employees should 
be able to understand and adhere to all job requirement and safety guidelines upon starting employment.  

Q. Where is the Welcome Door program available?  

A. The program launched in the US on April 25, 2022. The program will expand into additional countries by the end 
of 2022.   

Hourly Opportunities 

Q. I am authorized to work but have not received my social security number. Is a social security number required 
to apply? 

A. A social security number is not required to apply or be hired at Amazon.  

Q. What kinds of technologies will I be expected to use on the job?  

A. This depends on the type of role. For example, a Sortation Center Associate may use technologies like 
computers and smart phones, manage apps, and scan bar codes as part of their overall job responsibilities. For 
details on typical duties and responsibilities for each role, refer to the specific role’s job opportunities page. These 
pages are linked in the Jobs Overview section of this guide.   

Q. Does Amazon offer transportation assistance for employees?  

A. Amazon partners with local public transportation agencies to support transportation. For additional support 
employees can connect directly with their local site leadership team for information on other options. 

Q. Does Amazon offer any religious accommodations for employees (e.g., breaks for prayer, prayer rooms, 
fasting during Ramadan, etc.)? 

A. Yes. Amazon provides reasonable accommodations for any associate’s or applicant's sincerely held religious 
beliefs which conflict with work in accordance with local, state and federal requirements.  

Q. How is Amazon supporting various languages at warehouses and other facilities?   

A. As long as a candidate has the ability to understand and follow the job requirements and safety guidelines, they 
are generally eligible for employment with Amazon. We are also committed to providing employees with English as 
a Second Language (ESL) resources through our Career Choice program. 

Q. What level of English proficiency is needed for these jobs?  

A. Associates must be able to understand verbal and written direction so they can work safely. Competency is not 
fluency and does not require conversational language skills. 
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Q. I am an employment specialist at a resettlement agency. May I attend Office Hours with my client?  

A. Yes, you may.  

Q. I am having issues with the work authorization process. Who can I talk to? 

A. If you require additional support you can contact our Candidate Support team.  

Salaried & Amazon Web Services (AWS) Opportunities 

Q. Where can I find Amazon Web Services (AWS) jobs?  

A. AWS jobs are available on www.amazon.jobs. To search all available AWS roles by team, visit the AWS open jobs 
page.   

Q. Are there any opportunities for those interested in pursuing a career in the technical field but may not have a 
college degree or prior work experience? 

A. Yes! The AWS Work-Based Learning Program consists of on-the-job training during a 12-week time period, 
where trainees will work in our data centers full time. No college degrees or prior work experience are required, as 
all relevant training will be provided throughout the program. Completion of STEM or vocational course curriculum 
is preferred. If you are looking to pursue a full-time career in a technical field, this may be just the opportunity for 
you! To learn more, visit the AWS Work-Based Learning Program page.  

  


